
Abstract?Mobile devices have already shown great potential 
in terms of providing customized services to users because they 
can record meaningful and private information continually for 
long periods of time, so the research for understanding and 
managing the life log of human has received increasing attention 
in recent years. In this paper, we propose a novel method for life 
log management based on the machine learning, which 
summarizes and manages the experiences of human. The method 
uses an effective probabilistic network model for analyzing 
various kinds of log data in mobile environments, which were 
modularized to decrease complexity. We also propose a mobile 
life browser, which visualizes and searches human's mobile life 
based on the contents and context of personal information. The 
mobile life browser is for searching the personal information 
effectively collected on his/her mobile device and for supporting 
the concept-based searching method by using concept networks 
and Bayesian networks.  

Index Terms-- Life Log, Mobile Application, Context-aware 
Computing. 

I. INTRODUCTION

ith the growth of technology for digital and personal 
handheld devices such as smart phones, the availability 
of ubiquitous devices to produce, store, view and 

exchange personal data of humans increases. Enormous 
amount of contextual information of everyday-life, which is 
called life log, can be collected automatically and 
continuously by the diverse devices we use. The life log shows 
great potential in terms of diverse intelligent and customized 
services. 

The personal mobile device such as cell phone is one of the 
most utilizable for the life log services. The personal mobile 
devices have better characteristics than desktop computers. 
First of all, mobile devices can collect and manage various 
kinds of user information, for example, by logging user's calls, 
SMS (short message service), photography, music-playing 
and GPS (global positioning system) information. Also, 
mobile devices can be customized to fit any given user's 
preferences. Furthermore, mobile devices can collect 
everyday information effectively. Such features allow for the 
possibility of diverse and convenient services, so they have 
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attracted the attention of researchers and developers. Recent 
research conducted by Nokia is a good example [1]. 

In recent years, researchers have started making progress in 
effectively integrating context and content for personal 
information management. The integration of content and 
context derives understanding of personal information, so 
many context-aware computing studies such as intelligent 
calling services [2], messaging services [3], analysis and 
management of mobile life logs [4][5][6] have been actively 
investigated. 

The human memory model consists of short-term memory 
and long-term memory (LTM). The LTM has implicit 
memory and explicit memory that can be recalled consciously. 
To exploit the explicit memory that includes semantic 
memory (general knowledge memory) and episodic memory 
(specific experience), we need to extract well-refined retrieval 
cues. Horvitz, et al. tried to detect and estimate the retrieval 
cues called landmarks by discovering a given human's 
cognitive activity model from PC log data based on the 
Bayesian approach [7]. It showed that the probabilistic model 
is good for recognizing everyday-life of humans. 

Mobile devices present some limitations such as relatively 
insufficient memory capacity, lower CPU power 
(data-processing speed), smaller screen size, awkward input 
interface, and limited battery life compared to desktop PCs. In 
addition, they have to operate in the dynamic and changeable 
real world, which means that they require more robustness 
against uncertainties occurring on mobile environment [8]. 

In this paper, we propose a modular model of Bayesian 
networks for effective analysis of mobile life log data and 
extraction of semantic information and memory landmarks 
which are used as a special event for helping recall it [7]. We 
also studied and developed a mobile life browser by making a 
database from the data collected on mobile devices and by 
analyzing and summarizing the log data and by visualizing the 
personal everyday-life efficiently. The mobile life browser 
enables us to manage personal life log data and supports to 
develop diverse additional services by utilizing the 
information easily and supports the concept-based searching 
method by using concept networks and Bayesian networks. 

II. BACKGROUNDS

A. Life Log 
Numerous sources are available for logging information. 

For example, ContextPhone is context-logging software for 
Nokia 60 smart phones [9], and its source is available to the 
public. It collects information on a wide range of topics by 
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logging photographs taken, music downloads, 
short-message-service use, multimedia messaging service use, 
and Bluetooth use;  monitoring the phone¡s battery level; 
storing call logs; and recording applications in use. However, 
because ContextPhone is based on the Symbian operating 
system (OS), we also developed a logging module for the 
Windows mobile environment.  

MyLifeBits is a Microsoft research project to create a 
"lifetime store of everything." It includes full-text search, text 
and audio annotations, and hyperlinks. SenseCam is one of 
hardware developed for the project [10]. It stores photographs 
of everyday-life by monitoring the brightness and temperature 
of environment continuously. 

B. Life Browser 
Life browser is a tool for searching personal information 

effectively and is a term used for the first time by E. Horvitz of 
Microsoft Research [11]. Horvitz, et al. proposed a method 
that detected and estimated landmarks, which are used as a 
special event for helping recall it, by discovering a given 
human's cognitive activity model from PC log data based on 
the Bayesian approach [7]. Their approach visualized 
everyday-PC-life of humans with hierarchical structure and 
showed a good performance for recognizing and learning.  

LifeLog proposed by MIT reality mining group was a tool 
for visualizing the log information gathered by the logging 
software developed by Helsinki University. It was developed 
for simple automatic diary [12]. The Lifeblog software of 
Nokia afforded new opportunities to capture, manipulate and 
communicate daily events and thoughts that assisted in 
making meaning in individual and collective contexts [1]. 

In [13], the authors proposed a method for identifying 
semantic information on mobile devices and developed 
AniDiary software making cartoon diary of mobile users 
automatically. The preliminary investigation is the foundation 
of the present work. 

C. ConceptNet 
ConceptNet developed by MIT Media Laboratory is a 

very-large semantic network of common sense knowledge and 
practical textual reasoning toolkit [14]. It aggregates 
1,600,000 common sense knowledge extracted by heuristic 
rules from 700,000 sentences of Open Mind Common Sense 
(OMCS) project. The knowledge elements are linked with 
temporal, spatial, physical, social, and mental relationships 
like Fig. 1. Since it contains sufficient general information, it 
is useful to develop intelligent system and conversational 
agent.  

D. Bayesian Network 
BNs refer to models that can express large probability 

distributions with relatively small costs to statistical 
mechanics. They have the structure of a directed acyclic graph 
(DAG) that represents the link (arc) relations of the node, and 
has conditional probability tables (CPTs) that are constrained 
by the DAG structure [15]. Fig. 2 shows an example of a BN 

that was designed by human and used for the application of 
this paper. It shows a DAG structure, node name, state name 
and inferred probabilities. Since the problem of understanding 
of human's intention and inference of contexts accompany 
much uncertainty, it is known that the probabilistic models 
such as Bayesian network have advantage for solving it [15]. 
In this paper, the Bayesian network model is also utilized for 
understanding the user's life and extracting meaningful 
information.  

Fig.1. An example of ConceptNet. 
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Fig. 2. The landmark inference BN ¡Activity in restaurant¡ designed and used 
in this paper. This is one of 39 BNs deigned. The node of gray box is 
landmark node. 

III. THE MOBILE LIFE BROWSER

The overall process of landmark extraction from the mobile 
log data and life log visualization is shown in Fig. 3. Various 
mobile log data is preprocessed in advance, and then the 
landmark-reasoning module detects the landmarks. The 
preprocessing module is operated by the techniques of pattern 
recognition and simple rule reasoning. The BN reasoning 
module performs probabilistic inference [13]. 

The map-based visualization module shows the map-based 
browser interface to the user and supports concept-based 
searching capability, because it is developed to operate on 
web environment with using open source API and database 
server.  

A. Life Logging 
A mobile device like cellular phone is easy to gather diverse 

information about the user since the user is always along with 
it. Table 1 shows the log information collected on a mobile 
device. The GPS log presents the places that the user visited, 
and the call and SMS logs show the user's calling patterns. The 
MP3 (a music file format) player log offers an idea of the 
user's emotions and the photograph log shows when the user 
wants to memorize something. Additionally, the user profiles 



and PIMS (personal information management system) 
datasets were used to find the user¡s social position (student or 
worker), gender, the position of their home, and the names and 
phone numbers of their friends and relatives. 

TABLE 1. THE LOG INFORMATION COLLECTED ON A MOBILE DEVICE

Log Information
GPS latitude, longitude, velocity, direction, date, time

Call caller's phone number, call/receive/absence log, time 
span, start/end time 

SMS sender's phone number, call/receive/absence log, time 
span, start/end time 

Photographing photo file name, the time taken 

Weather 

weather, visibility range (km), cloud degree (%), 
temperature (¡C), discomfort index, effective temperature 
(¡C), rainfall (mm), snowfall (cm), humidity (%), wind 
direction, wind velocity (m/s), barometer (hPa) 

MP3 Player title, time span, start/end time
Charging charging status, time span, start/end time

B. Preprocessing 
This stage employs standard statistical analysis to extract 

significant information. Because raw information is not 
meaningful, we use statistical variations to detect informative 
situations. To determine discrete information using SMS text, 
call logs, photos, and MP3 selections, we extract patterns 
using simple statistical techniques, such as determining the 
average, maximum, and minimum values or the frequency 
over the time domain. 

Since logs have temporal properties, we considered their 

time spans, frequencies (per hour, daily, weekly), and 
start/end times.  

We infer a user¡s current position from the GPS value of a 
pair of longitude and latitude coordinates because a device 
can sometimes lose its GPS signal in a building or a shadowed 
area of an urban environment, or when placed in a pocket or 
bag. The coordinates from the GPS log are used to get place 
names. In this paper, we develop and utilize location 
positioning server to determine the user¡s current position.  

C. Modular Bayesian Network Model 
In this paper, we proposed a modular Bayesian network 

model to handle the landmarks effectively. Firstly, we 
modularize the Bayesian inference models according to their 
separated sub-domains (Fig. 4). Bayesian network model 
essentially requires more computing powers depending on the 
number of nodes and links. Especially, since the 
computational complexity of Bayesian inference is 
approximately proportional to O(kN), where k is the number of 
states and N is the number of causal nodes, the modularized 
BNs are more efficient. 

Secondly, in order to consider the co-causality of 
modularized BN, the proposed method operates multi-pass 
inference stages as shown in Fig. 5. A virtual link technique is 
utilized in order to reflect the co-causal evidences more 
correctly. The virtual link technique is to add virtual node and 
regulate its conditional probability values (CPVs) to apply the 
probability of evidence [15].  

Fig. 3. The process of mobile life log management and a life browser. The mobile life browser interface shows a map-based visualization assisted by 
Google map API 
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Fig. 4. The modular Bayesian network model 

Fig. 5. The multi-pass inference process for the cooperation of modular BNs. 
The dotted line indicates the stream of the multi stage of inference 
processing. 

D. Visualization 
The developed mobile life browser, called MyLifeBrowser, 

is a tool for visualizing and searching the life log data from 
mobile device. Fig. 6 shows the MyLifeBrowser working on a 
web browser. The MyLifeBrowser has four parts as follows. 

1) DB query panel: This is on the right menu box and 
supports selection of current user and date. In the result of 
clicking the 'search' button, the trajectory mark is shown on 
the map area. The mark is yellow and represents per minute, 
so 1,440 marks can be expressed at a time. 

2) Landmark visualization: The landmark checkbox at the 
left side of 'search' button determines whether it shows 
landmarks on map. The landmarks indicate the position and 
the meaning for each 30 minutes.  

3) Filtering panel: When a filter check box for a feature is 
checked, the color of the logs for the feature is changed. Fig. 6 
shows the case that the filter for ¡mp3 listening¡ is checked. 
The type of the filter for weather and location is text since the 
type of them is also text. 

4) Time period selection: When the 'Instant Mode' button is 
checked, the 24 time period check boxes are appeared. They 
determine whether the log data of selected time period are 
seen or not. 

IV. CONCEPT-BASED SEARCHING

With the MyLifeBrowser, we can also search the specific 
event based on concept. The method expands an input query 
concept by adding keywords related to it by using ConceptNet 
and Bayesian networks. The proposed method consists of the 
next three steps. 

1) Concept Expansion using Bayesian Networks: Adding 
keywords that have high linkage strength by analyzing the 
BNs. 

2) Concept Expansion using ConceptNet: Adding keywords 
that have high relationship score by using the 
ConceptNet. 

3) Searching: Searching by using all of the expanded query 
keywords. 

A. Concept Expansion using Bayesian Networks 
When the query keyword given exists in Bayesian networks, 

the other keywords related to the query keyword can be found 
by analyzing the structure of the Bayesian network. We 
exploit the Bayesian networks used in the landmark reasoning 
module. 

The strength between landmarks and life logs defined in the 
Bayesian networks can be calculated by computing Noisy-OR 
strength value [16]. Noisy-OR strength is a parameter of CPT 
on Noisy-OR gate model, which is an approximated CPT 
computation method by canonical interaction models that 
require fewer parameters. The proposed Noisy-OR linkage 
strength Si is calculated as follows, 

0.1)5.0/( ii pS (1)
where pi denotes a conditional probability when the cause xi

and effect y are activated (see the equation 2). 
),,,,,,|Pr( 121 nnii xxxxxyp (2)

The conversion from normal CPTs to Noisy-OR CPT is 
performed by the BN library, SMILE (Structural Modeling, 
Inference, and Learning Engine) 1.0 [17]. 

B. Concept Expansion Using ConceptNet 
In order to find the concepts related to the query keyword 

from user log, by using the functions of ConceptNet Toolkit 
[14], we searched the expanded keywords set CQ = QA QC

QD QS for the query Q = {q1, q2, ..., qn}. The QA, QC, QD,
and QS mean the project affective, project consequences, 
project details, and project spatial function of ConceptNet 
toolkit. 
1) Project affective: Extracting the concepts set QA = {a1,

a2, ..., ai} emotionally similar to input concepts. 
2) Project consequences: Extracting the concepts set QC = 

{c1, c2, ..., cj} concurrently or successively related to 
input concepts. 

3) Project details: Extracting the concepts set QD = {d1,
d2, ..., dk} similar features or lower event concepts to 
input concepts. 



4) Project spatial: Extracting the set of places QS = {s1,
s2, ..., sl} related to the input concepts. 

The correlation value R between Q and Lt is calculated by 
comparing the concepts obtained by CQ and life logs {L1,
L2, ..., Lm} (m is the number of log data) like Fig. 7 and the 
expanded keywords selection is conducted based on the rank 
threshold for it. 

V. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we analyze the proposed method in terms of 
experiments with collected experimental data. We gathered 
mobile life log data from users and stored the data in the 
relational database and conducted experiments with it. We 
evaluate the concept-based searching capability. In the 
experiments, Redhat 9.0 is used for the operating system of 
database server, and MySQL is used for database. The 
webpage was constructed by PHP and JavaScripts.  

To show an example of concept-based searching, we ran the 
search capability using the query keyword 'study' with log data 
collected on Feb. 25th by human1. The search result will help 
the user to find the life log and multimedia related to the 
¡study¡ activity. Fig. 8 shows the result. The left side shows the 

result of normal searching and the right side of the figure 
shows that of concept-based searching, and black dots show 
the life logs distinguished. We can see that the black marks are 
added around the library in the result of the proposed method. 

for (int a = 0; a<m; a++) { 
  Ra = 0; 

Ra += wa ¡ Calculate_relationship( QA, La); 
Ra += wc ¡ Calculate_relationship( QC, La); 
Ra += wd ¡ Calculate_relationship( QD, La); 
Ra += ws ¡ Calculate_relationship( QS, La); 

}

float Calculate_relationship(CQ, La) { 
  float Value = 0.0f; 
  for each(i CQ)
    for each(j La)
      if (cqi == la

j)
        Value +=  cqi;
  return Value; 
}
Fig. 7. Concept expansion algorithm by ConceptNet toolkit. 

The expanded keywords by the process of concept-based 
searching are listed in the tables 2 and 3. Table 2 shows the 
search result using the keywords expanded by Bayesian 

Fig. 6. MyLifeBrowser interface on web browser. The map image is provided by NaverMap API. The yellow marks mean the trajectory of mobile user and 
the blue marks show the position that the user has been listening mp3 music. 



networks. The keywords were extracted from the landmark 
nodes linked to the nodes related directly to the query 
keyword 'study'. The ranking bound for selection was 4. Table 
3 shows the search result using the keywords expanded by 
ConceptNet. We can see that the keywords 'university', 
'library', and 'school' can be expanded with the ranking 
parameter 4. 

Fig. 8. The result of searching using a query keyword 'study'. The result of 
normal search and the concept-based search are shown at the left and right 
sides. 

TABLE 2. THE BN NODES RELATED TO THE KEYWORD 'STUDY'. 

BN Name Node Name Related Node Name Link 
Strength Ranking

music.BN Study Study with music 0.80 - 
school.BN Study Study area 0.68 - 
school.BN Study Study alone 0.60 - 
busy.BN Study until late Library 0.52 1 
school.BN Study area Library 0.50  
music.BN Study College building 0.46 2 
music.BN Study Library 0.46  
busy.BN Study until late Busy 0.36 3 
school.BN Study area High school 0.00 4 
school.BN Study area School area 0.00 4 
school.BN Study area home 0.00 4 

TABLE 3. TOP SIX KEYWORDS EXPANDED FROM THE QUERY KEYWORD 

STUDY' BY CONCEPTNET.

Query Keyword Expanded Keyword Relationship 

Study university 0.04 

library 0.04 

school 0.03 

in house 0.01 

Room 0.01 

China 0.00 

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, we proposed a novel method for life log 
management based on the human memory model, which 
summarized and managed the experiences of human, and 
developed a mobile life browser by constructing a database 

from the life log data collected on mobile devices, analyzing 
and summarizing the log data and visualizing the personal 
everyday-life effectively. For visualization in maps, we 
exploited open source APIs. The mobile life browser 
visualized the life log data on the map-based interface. It also 
supported concept-based searching capability that was 
searching related concepts and log data based on common 
sense database by ConceptNet and landmark probability 
distribution by Bayesian networks. The experiments showed 
the usefulness of the mobile life browser and the 
concept-based searching capability. 

In the near future, experiments with sufficient real world 
data should be conducted for a longer period of time, and the 
security problem for personal data would also be considered. 
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